TUFTS HARRIERS TO RACE M.I.T.

Institute Runners Handcapped By Lack of Practice Over M.I.T.

Coach Oscar Hedlund's Varsity and freshman track squads will sit into action again this weekend when the teams meet Tufts over the Frog Pond course. The starting line-ups will start promptly at 10:30 and go over a three-mile course, after which the Varsity teams will run approximate five miles.

Late class have handicapped the Cardinal and Grey men recently and the men will be able to practice only twice this week. The meet will be held in the next gymnasium floor.

THE TECH

"Very light overhead" is the title of this picture. That entitled it to top today's new papers. It is a reason - Ox; (t'x

Chesterfield smokers don't change with the fashions...but watch how other smokers are changing to Chesterfield!

For the best in PIPEs. OR口岸 BUTTERFLY